
Tip of the Month
Setting Default Main Pane

You can choose which Main Pane tab new instances of ACE 8.0 open to using the Layout
ribbon > Select Panes > Default Pane. This sets the currently active Main Pane tab as the
default. This setting only affects your version of ACE and will not be carried with the file to other
users' machines.

ACEIT 8.0 Service Pack 2: JSON Release!
The latest production version of ACEIT 8.0 is now
available for download on ACEIT.com! The primary feature
upgrade allows users to export ACE results as a Java
Script Object Notation (JSON) file, a standard format
ingestible to many data visualization tools like PowerBI
and Tableau. A full list of feature additions can be found in
the Release Notes, available on the software download
page.

Sign into ACEIT.com and visit User Resources >
Downloads > Production Software > ACEIT 8.0.132.9
SP2-002 JSON Release (30 July 21)

 
New Online Help Article
Building Toggle Switches and Stacks in ACE

In our most recent Online Help article, we discuss how to
incorporate toggle switches and stacks into your ACE
models. These techniques can help automate your What-If
Cases by selecting between a list of alternative inputs,
and can also be applied in numerous other scenarios
throughout your model. For example, try using toggle
stacks to simplify result comparisons between several
CERs.

To read more, log into ACEIT.com and visit user-resources>online-help. You need to have active
ACEIT DMS to access this section.  You’re also welcome to email
ACEIT_Support@Tecolote.com with any comments, feedback, or ideas you have for future
articles! 
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"Our greatest weakness lies in giving up. The most certain way to
succeed is always to try just one more time."

Thomas A. Edison

Training Schedule

Class Name Date Location
ACEIT for Model Builders (v8.0) 08/24/2021 Washington, DC
ACEIT for Advanced Model Builders (v8.0) 09/21/2021 Washington, DC
Power Analytics for DoD Cost Analysis 09/28/2021 Washington, DC
ACEIT for Model Builders (v8.0) 10/19/2021 Washington, DC

                                    
Call or email our ACEIT Training Coordinator (805) 964-6963 x2571 and let her assist you with
your training needs.
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